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Preface

The pages that follow contain the report of the Stanley Foun-
dation's 22nd -Annual Strategy for Peace Conference.
Throughout its history. the intent of the Strategy for Peace
Conference has been to encourage the evolution of a wise US
foreigri policy that provides for national and international
security and that yalues peace

The 1981 conference brought together 70 participants, all of
whom are actively engaged in one of the.conference topics
These government offieials. scholars, businessmen, and
leaders of nongovernmental organizations gathered for two
days at Airlie House Conference Center to discuss various
aspects of national an8 internatignal security

The work of the conference- was carried out in five round-s table discussions On five current US foreign policy concernsj (1)
North-South Relations and ,International Security, (2) Energy
and US Security. (3) US Nonproliferation Strategy. (4) Military
Competition in Space, and (5) Future US-Soviet Relations

These discussions were informal, and off-the-record. There-
* fore, the summary of the round tables contains no attribution,

howevecrappOrteurs. have tried to convey not only the con-
tent of these discussions but also areas both of consensus and
of disagreement.

1,,,

Because all reports were -written following the- conference
and thus not reviewed 'by group members, participants are in
no way committed to any position or finding of their discussion
group The views expressed here are not necessarily those of
the Stanley Foundation.

The entire report is offered in the hope that it- will stimulate
further thought arid discussion abdut specific confeience topics
and about crucial world issues in general. YoU are welcome to
duplicate or quote any part or all of this report so lerrg as prop-
er acknowledgement is made. Additional copies are available
free from:

* The Stanley Foundation
420 East Third Street
Muscatine, Iowa 52761 USA
Telephone 319-264-1500

, Cable STANFOUND
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"The holocaust of a major nuclear ex-
change is the greatest threat facing the
superpowers. A Soviet-American nuclear
war would be catastrophic; there would
be no winner. Civilization would be
ravished. In the nuclear age undue reli-
ance on the military element for security
is both shortsighted and hazardous.

"Let us make full use of the economic
and political elements, as well as the
military, in our search for greater securi-



Opening Remarks.
C. Maxwell Stanley
Conference Chairman

We assemble for this twenty-second Strategy for Peace Confer-
ence at .a time that is both critical add unique ritical because
the number of unsolved global problems
economic, and security continues to mount. unique because
the Reagan administration, affer needed concentration 'on_
domestic economic matters. is now confronted with 'serious
and difficult international issues An appraisal of the, current in-
ternational situoon is the basis .for my 'remarks about our
deliberation at this conference .

The world's military might is a good beginning for such an
appraisal because contrOversy over military might is the root of
the stalerriate betweenlhe United States and the Soviet Union
Armies, navies, add air forces are expanding throughout the
'world, over $600 billion are expended annually on military es-
tablisliments The conventional asnd nuclear arms races are
escalating Arsenals of conventional and nuclear weapons are
burgeoning Nuclear overkill is exptanding The risks of a
nuclear holocaust certainly are not beidg reduced and probably
are increasing Nations continue nci rely on the threat and use of
armed force for security

Military establishments grow because without effective
means of peacefully settling controversies, instability and tur-
moil jeopardize peace and security Armed conflict continues in
some places and numerous trouble spots threaten to erupt
Theuntertainties of the Middle East. heightened by the tragic
assassination of Anwar,Sad4t, a true warrior for peace, top the
list. El Salvador, Angola, Karnpuchea. Ethiopia-Soriialia. and
Namibia are among the other areas of concern

The world eccinomy i,s in serious trouble. With few excep-
tions, all nations are experiencing economic problems ranging
IroM near recession to actual depression. The econanies of in-
dustrial nations are beset with problent, unemployment has in-
creased as rates of growth have declined apd inflation has cdn-
tinued Most developing nations, and particularly those without
petroleum resources, are in deep difficulty, economic and
social development is stunted, tlAtport opportunities are limited,
and default on debt amortizatiNi iS common. Only those 'few
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countries blessed with petroleuni resources or enjoying unique,
situations are making desired progress.

Neither of .the superpowers are immune from economic
troubles. Although the US rate of inflation is declining, interest
rates and unemployment remain high as economic growth
stagnates The favorable results.of supply4c1e economics that
are anticipated by 'the Reagan administration have yet to be
realized Large imports of petroleum and other products cause
an unfatiorable balance of payments that in turn stimulates
pressures to restrrbt imPorts The SoVier Union too has
economic problems SubnOrmal agricultural clops, bw in-
dustrial productivity, and the heaVy burden of its military
establishment at home and abroad are causing its economy to
faker.

The curi-ent US, securitsi policy calls for expansion of both
nuclear and conventional military power The administration is
determined to avoid reduction of the Pentagon budget even as
A seeks to balance the federal budget This exPansion has been
accompanied by.rejection of SALT,II. 'reluctance so far to pro-
ceed with serious arms limitation negotiations, a hawkish
posture toward' the Soviet Union, and a reduced commitment
ro nonmilitary measures including human rights, economic
foreign aid and support, and use of the World Bank, the United
Nations, and Other international organizations Relations tVith
allies are strained as the United States pressures them to in-
crease military expenditur.es and delays serious negotiations
with the Soviet Union

TheSoviet Union continues to enlarge its military power and
contMues its occupatiot of Afghanistan and its support of sur-
rogates in Kampuchea, Ethiopia, and Angola These military'
adventures, together with the Solidarity activity in Poland,
strain the Soviets' relations with other Soviet bloc countries and
with the world community; Determined to match US military
expansion and frustrated by the United States' rejectipn of
SALT II and the uncertainties of the Reagan <policy, Soviet
polemics match those of the United States.

The result is an extremely tense relationship between the
United States and the Soviet Union. The dialogue concerning
the control, limitation, and reduction of armaments has been
dormant for neatly two years. The US-Soviet stalemate.
seriously handicaps multilateral disarmament efforts and inter
feres with efforts to, better manage the.econotnic and political
problems of the world community.

8
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The current situation is 'fraught with, complications and
hazards deserving prompt attention How should the United
States structure its foreign policy to deal with them? What ques-
tions should ,be raise'd regarding the Uhited States' posture
toward a 'broad agenda of global problems? What elements
contribute to security?

Security
Economic and political factors, as welt as military. contribute to
security. Military powerdenerally consider4d the primary
source of security, will continue to be a factor, albeit of lesser
importance, untilnation-states act in their common Interests to
fashion global mechanisms to maintain internationalpeace and
security. Weapons technology, however, by changing the
mature of modern warfare, is undermining the ability of Militgry

power to guafantee security. Military planners, ai.vre ,that
nuclear weapons can wreak havoc up(in civilian populations
and installations, largely base their requests for Military ap-
propriations,on the deterrent impact of weapon systems on
presumed enemies However, thre'e decades of reliance on
nuclear deterrence have not assuied the security of either the
United States or the Soviet Union. On the contrary, the risk of

nuclear war is greater now than it was a decade or tWo ago,

and there is.no assurahce that expanded nuclear capability will
reduce the hazard. The holocaust of a major nuelear exchange

is the greatest thileat facing the superpowers. 'A Soviet-
American nuclear War would be 'catastrophic, there would be

no winner. Civilization Auld be ravished. In the nuclear age
undue reliance on"'the military element for security is both

shortsighted and hazardous,

A strong, viable conomy is a necess.ary,foundation for US
power, ,influence; I and security. Hence the importance of
strengthening the 1.,IS economy. There are international aspects
of economic security that deserve attention. Interruption of the

flow of petroleum from the Organization of Petroleum Export-

ing Countries (OPEC) is 'an economic threat to our Security,

second only perhape to the threat of nuclear holocaust.
Strengthening of the world's monetary system nd enlarging
international comMerce is overdue. Our relations with Third

, World countries are crucial to our econOmic well-being; they. .

are the source of c'ritical resource imports and-the destination of
substantial exporiS. More -intelligent use of our significant
economic strength would do much to enhance oUr, national

security.

Political strength is a real element of national power. influ-

9



ence, and security. A unified nation capable of responding
promptly, effectively, and" predic.tably to threats and problems
is viewed with respect. A nation having solid, friendly relations
with allies nd nonaligned countries enjoys support that adds to
secunty Hence the importance of sound cooperation between
ihe administrationand Congress leading to broader bipartisan
agreerant and continuity on foreign policy To,gain greater
political 'influence and security, we also need to iMprove our
relations with our antes and with the nonaligned nations. By
alignin'g our foreign pcllicy more closely with the common
needs of the world community and by providing strong and in-
novative leadership in, and 'support bf ; international organiza-
lions, wecan gain stature anci influence. The United States is
only partially using its potentiar power to increase security
through political action, diplbmacy. and negotiation.

Let us make full use of the economic and political elements,
as well as the,miritary, in our search for greater secOrity

,Discussion Topics
For this conference we-have selected five topics crucial to the
security and welfare of the United States None-of these topics

'are newto the Stanley Foundalion. The first Strategy for Peace'
Conference in 1960 dealt with US-Soviet arms limitation and
reduction a,nd with' the-dellopment problems of the South. A
1966 conference titled "Proliferation Unliniited" initiatad our
concernsabout nonproliferation. Energy issues have been con-
ference topics since 1973 and 'outer space has been on our
agendas since 1963.

Athough the problems are old, tt is our ho'cie that your dis-
,cussions may shed new light on them and that some helpful
new approaches to their solutions may be forthcorning. North-
South Relations and International Security focuses on US rela-
tions with Third World nations, relations that will affect both
nor-term and long-range peace and security. Energy and OS
Security concerns anotgr facet of security that has economic,
pdlitical, and military implications. These two topics emphasize

-th'at US security aepends on more than military strength. Three
discussion topics OS .Nonproliferation Strategy, Military.
COmpelition in Space, i and hiture US-St:Met Relations
focus,on the military element of national security, the most
crucial, unresolved prob em 'of our time. Alt five topics are in-
terrelated and all are rel var4 td US security. ,

itP

*. See the Stanley Foundation publications brochure tot current documents
dealing with.these topics
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North-South Relations and International Security
US relations with the South affect the economic and polifical
elements of US security US relations with the South are
deteriorating rapidly 1)ecause Of the failure of the United States
to respond creatively to the needs of the developing countries.
The magnitude of US governMental economic aid has declined
to approximately one quarter of a percent of our GNP as con- ,

trasted with the UN target of 0 7 percent The United States
ti ranks sixteenth among the eighteen industrial nationS providing

devdopment assistance to the Third World.° Although
Secretary Haig heralds "a new era of growth'' for developing
nations. the Reagan administration is acting to reduce US con-
tributions. both multilateral and bilateral. Moreover. the 1981 ,

foreign- aid bill targets more than half of the economic aid to
Israel. Pakistan. and other' major recipients of military
assistance. Président Reagan's challenge to "believe in the
magic of the marketplace" does httle to improve US relations
with the South

Commonality of interests.Of North and South is the basic ma-'
son for accelerating development. Development sufficient to
ensure survival Ls the all-consuming concern of 1 5 billion of
the South's inadequately fed people of whom half a billion are
severely malnounshed. Development sufficient to ma'keprog
ress toward a better lire' is the pressing concern of another 1.5
billion inhabitants of the South Without accelerating develop-
ment. the outlook for numerous developing nations is bleak,

Accelerating economic devebpment of the SouM.benefits
the industrial nations of the North. certainly induding the
United States Accelerated development contributes to a more
vlable. and vibrant world economy' and assures access to
needed yaw matenals, products, and ever expanding markets
The United Stated would benefit from reforrn of the archaic
world trade and monetary systems. Reform s would be
stimulated by accelerating Third World development. With im-
'proved rdations. the North and the South wbuld find it easier
to cooperate when addressing such problems as international

.. Peace arid security,. environment& protection. human rights,
: and the growing pressures of expanding populations oh food

and other,resources These issues carinot be manased by the
United States alone or 1;y the North or the South without the

- other's help.

1
Once agaip it is time for the United States to'forge an ade-

quate policy toward the South The policy needs both
multilateral and bilateral programs, including effective private

. 11 11
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sector initiatives. ,Dialoguewith the' South, whether or. not in
the context of global negotiations, should be ongoing and.
should address both near term and long-range issues Because
of the world's growing interdependence, the United States
dares _not neglect its relations wilK the South.

-o

Energy'and US Security
Energy as an elemV of national security has both near-term
and long-range facets. Concentration on either shouldnot and
need'not be st the expense.of the other, Within the ngxt few
decades the world must make a transition from its current
heavy dependence on petroleum to other energy sources. This
is inevitable because petroleum resources of the world are
finite, even though their -magnitude is unknown. Failure to deal
effectivelY with the transition to other energy sources would
severely strain national economies and lead to. global conflict..
US security in the long range will depend not only on inten
sified development of our reserves but also on conservation.
We Must make more effective use of the energy we have and
accelerate development of alternative sources. These are large-
ly domestic challenges. '

The prescription for near-term, energy security is .complex
and has major international implications Dependent as we are
on petroleum imPorts still 46 percent of US consumption
any prolonged interruption of supply would devastate the US
economy, Even without interruption, the sizable unfavorable
balance of payments which is due largely to huge Oil imports
strains our economy and endangers securip.

Response to ,the Aear-term energ y. problem therefore must
be both domestic and international. At home the .need is to
conserve, drill more oil wells, and make greater use of alterna-
tive solarces Abroad we must work to assure the continuity of
supply, particularly from the troubled Middle East. This is an
espe,cially hallengirt task, gNen the current tensions and
strains A second international aspect concerns accelerating ex-
plorationoutside of the Middle East, largely in the ThirdWorld

thus the relaiionship between energy, security, and North-
South relations Because of their confrontation in the Middle
East, the energy probjerAin the near term also impacts on US-.
Sovith relations

There should be no lull in US.attention to energy just
because supply currently ekeeds demand. US policies, ,both
near-term and long-range, are far from adequate. Numerous
questions remain unatiswered in the near term. ,t-low can the

12 12



flow of oil from OPEC nations be assared? Are there other
petroleum sources available to the United States? Do present
policies provide adequate stimulation for developiRg increased
petroleum reserves withip the United States? Are conservation
efforts adequate? Looking farther -ahead, what,is heeded to
assure that alternative energy sources are available when pres-
ent petroleum supplies begin to decline? What are the domestic
and international facets of this problem?

US Nonproliferation Strategy
The June 7, 1981, Israeli bombing of Iraq's nu'clear reactor
dramatically revealed the urgeftcy of strengthening the non-
proliferation regime. israel, generally considered to be one of
the nations either'having or about to have nuclear weapons,
sough to deny them to a perceived enemy.

irriportance of developing an eff,ective nemproliferation
regime is perhapS`second only to checking and reversing the
nuclear arms race Progress toward this end is stalemated. The
August 1980 reviewsonference of the Non-Proliferation Trea-
ty (NPT) could not prodUce a final document 'Many of -the
nuclear threshold countnes have not ratified the treaty Prog-
'ress is thwarted by th erceived fpilyre of the Soviet 'Union

-and the 'United StateS% plement Article IV of the NPT
which deals with peadeful uses of nuclear energy and Article VI
which callt for significant disarmament efforts.

The subjeet of nuclear nonproliferation is unique because.
despite stalemate on other arms retiuctiOn measures. on this
issue the United States and the Soviet Union are in substantial
agreement Both consider the NPT, which they coauthored, to
be the keystOne of the nonproliferation regime and urge all
countries to adhere to it.

The US policy of preventing the sPread of nuclear,weapons
has long enjoYed bipartisan support. The Reagan administra-
tion continues to support nonproliferation but is reversing some
of the elements of the Carter administration's programs and en-
couraging revision of the 1978 Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act.
What modifications in US nuclear policy will strengthen the
nonproliferation regime and enjoy strong bipartisan support?

The US policy, toward nonprOliferation, hOweve
beyOnd modification of ihe Nuclearplon-Proliferati

go
ct and

deal with the Ihternational aspects or developing a viable, non-
proliferation regime. Such a regime must be capable of limiting .

further proliferation of nuclear weapons and of providing ade-
quate protection against nuclear threats and ierro;:l§m. This re-

.13
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quires new direction and emphasis. Can regional undertakings
similar to the Latin American weapon-free zones be en-
couraged? How should the International Atomic Energy Agen-
cy (IAEA) program of inspections and' safeguards be
strengthened? Is there a role for IAEA regarding assurance of
availability of nuclear fuel for peaceful purposes and for multi-
national f6cilities related to The nuclear fuel cycle?

Beyond these questions the basic one, however, is. When
will the ynited States and the Soviet Union respond to their
commitment to Article VI of the NPT and start reducing nuclear
weapons? This question obviously indicates the relationship of
our nbnprohferation topic to that of US-Soviet relations

.Military Competition in Space
Space warfare, emulating Star Wars and Star Trek, is no longer
a far away science fiction fa-ntasy. The research prograrns of the
United States and the Soviet Union are propelling the world
closer and closer to its re;alization. Once again the message is
clear Act 'now to ban space weapons and establish credible
verification or forever rue the failure to do so.

Several militar'Y uses of space add to security and reduce the
likelihood of war Botli superpOwers use satellites for early
warning against nuclear attack, for communication among
military units, for navigation, and for gathering intelligence
regarding each other's military activities and those of other
countries Satellites die basic to the verification systems the
superpo,wers use to monitor each other's conformance to arms
control agreements. These uses of outer space are highly bene-
ficial

The frightening military use of Space that are being
developed include armed space stations, weapons in fixed or-
bit, antisatellite weapons, and ground-based laser or particle
beam weapons. Both the United States and the Soviet Union
are .researching, developing, and testing these tYpes of
weapons The magnificent US space shuttle program has been
largely taken oyer.by the military and in the words of Dr. Jame§
Van Allen, "The military uSe of the shuttle is going to be domi-
nant while civilian uses will be minor." The 1982 US budget for
the military space ,program has been substantially increased.
Uncipubtedly Soviet research, development, and testing are
equally intense. Meanwhile, the US-Soviet talks on outer space
have remained dormaht since 1979:

Further militarization-Of outer space would be highly destabi-t-

14
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vest
'

, Jizing and would significantly increase the risk of nuclear war. If
this is probable or even possible, what steps should be takerfto
halt the process? Early resumption of US-Sovietitalks and
negotiations are urgent. Their objective should tie either an
amendment to the Outer Space Treaty of 1967 or a new trea-
ty The treaty or amendment needs to be sufficiently broad to
prohibit all types of weapons capable of making outer space a...

potential battleground

What might stimulate US efforts to get on with the task of
making outer space safe? What is the proper scope of a treaty?
Could a joint, easily verified moratorium on testing weapons in
space be proposed? Would development of guidelines on re-
skonsible military conduct in outer space accelerate agreement
on a treaty? Is a multilateral approach feasible? How should the
United States react to the Soviet draft treaty that is on the ager
da of the 36th UN General Assembly?

These questions must be addressed lest technology nullify.
opportunities to prohitift space' weapons. Let there 'not be
another situation like that of the MIRys (multiple independent-
ly targetable reentry vehicles) ,when an opportunity to limit the
world's 'destructive capability 'was missed.

. .

Future Ug-Soviet Relations
Relations between the United States and the Soviet Union are
last in my comments but first in importance Improved relations
between the two nuclear -giants are crucial to US security. They
are the key to reducing armaments, lessening the risk of war,
cutting military budgets, and allowing the world to better
manage the many serious nonmilitary global problems. tm-
proving relations between 'the superpowers is not a new
challenge; it was an issue longh before the Soviet Union
launched its first sputnik iri 1957 and statthd to catch up with
the United States in nuclear weaponry. '

,

Relations between the two countries have degenerated inio
the old cold war syndrome because of rising fears, and percep-
tions of each other's military.strength and intent. The two coun-
tries are gripped in a mutual paranoia, they see each other as

' mortal enemies. We delude ourselves into thinking that nuclear
superiority can be maintained, that nuclear war can be con-
tained, and that should it occur, a nuclear war can be won.

Despite different 'ideologies and economies, the Soviet,
Union and the United States have important 'common inter-
eSts. Neither wants a war with the other and both would benefit .

'
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from substdntial reductions in military spendtng. The Soviet
Union deeds imports from the United States, including grains
and technology The United States and its allies need resources
available in the SOviet Union. Both countries would benefit
from better management of such global concerns as environ-
mental protection, and problems arisingkfrom population
pressures on reource supply. Mutual recbgnition of these
coMmon interests is fundamenta,l to improving telations.

The surest way to avoid the war that neither nation wants is
to pursue a two-track policy with th4 Soviet Union. It is in-
evitable that we Will compete in economic and political areas.
but Ipt us cooperate in the areas of arms limitation and reduc-
tion and thereby protect ourselves and the world from the
hazard§ of a nuclear holocaust. Relations between the two
eountries are. more likely to be improved through better corn-
munication and ongoing negotiation than through increased
nuclear capability Will not the Soviet Union match the $180 :
billion strategic nuclear weapons program of the Reagan ad-
ministration to close the "window of vulnerability"? If the
United States establishes a first-strike capability with the MX,
will not the Soviets respond?

Recent agreement on a November start for European theatre
nuclear weapons limitation talks and the announcement of US
readiness to begin Strategic, Arms Reduction Talks (START) in
March 1982"are welcome. Much more is needed, however, to
raise the probability of successful negotiation and to hasten an

- adequate and ongoing US-Soviet dialogue. The thrust of that
dialogue should be toward reversing the arms race,. achieving
suhstantial disarmament, strengthening the nuclear non-
proliferation regime, improving mechanisms for peaceful
resolution of controversies, and improving the peacekeeping
and peacemaking capabilities of the United Nations.

Not only the content but also the frequency of the dialogue
should be increased. Would not regular, continuing meetings
between high-level policy makers and military leaders of the
two Countries be useful? could ,not such meetings, separate
from detailed negotiations on specific treaties, improve under-
standing and reduce misperception of each other's intent?
Would not Occasibnal summit meetings between heads of state
be useful?4re there not opportunities to utilize moratoria, non-
binding norNs, independent initiatives, and voluntary accep-
tance of informal restraints to stimulate reciprohl action and
arrnssreduction? What confidence-building measures would
,keduce the tensions between the two countries and improve the

16
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climate for agreement on disarmament measures? Finding
answers to these and similar questions is crucial to the security
of both countries

Conclusion
.

Feelings of fear, frustration, and anger mingle as I consider the
issues we will be discussing at this conference..,

,

My fears grow as I con, template the mounting clangers in
herent in expanding arsenals of nuclear weapons, tl;e prolifera
tion of these means of mass destruction, the burgeoning con-
verilional military forces, and the real probability of militariza-
tion of outer space These dangers are even mere ominous
when viewed in the contekt of deteriorating US-Soviet rela-i
tions The;e trends. together With continuing reliance on
military'poWer for security and thereachness of nations to resort
to armed conflict, constantly increase the probability of
disaster

My frustrations deepgn as I reflect on the current disarma-
ment stalemate. the inadequacy of the US energy policy. and
the deteriorating US relations with the Third World We know
what needs to be done to solve these problems or at least to

.. Move us off dead cenler Yet too often the focus is on pro-
cedures rather than substance. oh words and documents rather
than actidns

i 1 become angry as I recognize the shortsightedness of the
leaders of nations, certainly including my own, who put undue
faith .in the military elements of security and who seem 'more
concerned with current political and economic problems than
with long-range strategies for peace. When will the leaders of
nations awaken to the senseless risks they take by pro-
crastinating on disQrmament7 When will they realize the securi-
ty and economic benefits to be gained by meeting global pvob
lems head on? What is needed to persuade or shock. them?

Fear, frustration, and anger are useless unless translated into
. -action for there will be no breakthroughs in these problem areas

unless and until the leaders of nations bring them about. It is
my sincere hope that our deliberations mhy strengthen the re-

. solve of each one of us to press the leaders of this country to
look to the future and to develop a comprehensive strategy for
peace. .-- ,

_
.
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- Fred Eckhard

"Cofinancing, it was generally agreed, ...
is the bright light on the horizon. The
idea of mixing private and public capital
for investment in marketable develop-
ment projects shows promise of attract-
ing significant new sources of financing.-
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North-South Relations and
International Security

US Security and the Third Wofki
Is it analytically useful or politically relevant to define U-S. securi-
ly in terms of Third World develop.ment? This fundamental
question immediatelY divided the participants into two camps,
one favoiring the broad and the oilier the narrow definition of
the wora security, although no one disputed the gportance of
the develorAng countries to US interestS..

In suppbrt of the narrow definition, it was argued that, as.it
pertains to US security, Third World.development s a means

,
srather than an end. Security itself an end implies freedom
from fear of attack, the power to control events. American
security wq0c1 therefore be enhanced by reducing Soviet influ-
ence in theThird Woild and by reversing rhore than a decade
of slippage of the US military and political position vis-a-vis the
Soviet Union.

In. the economic sphere, ran a parallel argument, security is
served by evolutionary rather than by abrupt change. The
business community and the public sense that ecoriomic ire-

security has..been the ind result of a s'eries of sudden changes,
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such as oil price rises, floating exchange rates, and ch ing in-
'terest rates. In this environment, the Third World call f 4a new
internationat economic order and the rhetoric of global Ogotia-
tions are not viewed as contributions to US security. r,

,

A majority of the participants spoke in favor of a br ter
view of American security. They indicated. that Third Old
economic development has contributed to political stabiht nd
is therefore in the long-term interest of the United St es.
allhough it was recognized that development itself does ,
guarantee stability Some argued that undue emphasis on Ea

/-We% conflict distorts the view of ultimate US security objectly s
by focusing on short-term rtfilitary threats when the global rea
qt. is much more complex

t

The Third Work), it was poted out, is .as hkely to see RS
own security 4.eatened by the United States as by the Sovieti t
Union DevelTping countries say they hear in Moscow the
same expressions of escalating concern over military security
that they hear in Washington "The dijilomacy of 'you are
either with me or against me' makes the Third WOrld very un-
comfortable," remarked one participant. "It could g t all of us
blown up."

The discussion ended with little reconciliation of the oppos-
ing views All agreed, however, that the objective of improving
.US-developing country relations is not productively served by
an extendea debate on security issues.

US Economic Interests in the
Oeveloping World,
There was universal agreement that the Third World must be'
viewed in its many constituent parts, and that a differentiated
policy is needed tel deal with them. Ma useful disaggregation
of the Third World, the group.accepted the following: the least
developed cpuntries (LLDCs), the developing countries
(LDCs), the newly industrialized countries (NICs) and the oil-
exporting countries (OPEC). The phenomenon of interdepen-
dence, for example, is more strongly felt,between the United
Stats and the NICs or OPEC than between the United ,States
and the LLDes:

Developing Country Debt and the WestOn Banks -

The general feeling of the group was that.the enormous debt
burden being carried by the oil-importing 'developing cOuntries

t
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can be managed in the 1980s It was agreed that this is dne
area where the need to differentiate Third World countries as to
the different classes of borrowers is crucial The cOnsensus view
was that the private banking system is not threatened with im-
minent collapse from a string of defaults by developing coun-
tries. although there were differing opinions on the magnitude
of the problem Even the most optimistic view doWed that bor-
rowing would be more difficult in this decade than in the
.1970s. requiring painful structural adjustments cio the part of

some .countries

Many Third World countries borrowed in the 1970s on the
assumption that their export growth rates would hold steady
There are signs that this assumption may not be borne out A
substantial proportion of ,borrowing by the NlCs is now being

used to service existing debt, it wds noted, and the new loans

are of short-term rhaturity, with high interest charges "This isn't
repayment, it's rescheduling." declared one participant "We're

just buying time."

The role of the private banks willjdiminish in the 1980s, ac-
cording to-one opinion, beciause die banks are reaching their
legal lending limits. What's mime, the innovative lending
techniques of the last decade which provided loans for dis-
guised st2ctural adjustment are being replaced by more tradi!
tional project loans. Many banks feel overexposed as they

assess the adjustment problem as being more long -term than
originally anticipated. There is also concern about linkages in .

the financial system wbich make'it increasingly vulnerable to'a
,domino effect on default.

Cofinancing. it was generally agreed. is the bright light on the
horizon, The idea of mixing private and public capital for in- `.
vestment in' marketable development projects shows promise

of attracting significant new sources7/1 financing 'Concern con-,
tinued to be ewressed, however, about The ability of certain
developing countries to meet their obligations And there was
widespread agreement that the private banks could not be ex-
pected to continue to play their' petrodollar recycling role
without some outside help:

Trade: The Principal North-South Link
An assessment of the Reagan administration's approach indi-
cates that if there is going to be a forthcoming US policy toward
the Third World it will not be in the form ()laid but rather in in-
creased trade opportunities. Members of the group cautioned,
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however, that the political climate and the mood of Conrss:
suggest that trade concessions will be difficult to achieve in the
near future A successful administration effort to keep US trade
policy from becoming more restrictive; though, could' open the 0

.door wkler to Third World imports as the US market expands..

The free trade philosophy of the all mimstration, it was
pointed out, will be tested soon in two areas of importance to,
developing countsies. The first is the 'Multi-Fiber Arvngement
(MFA) now being renegotiated. Third World textile exporters
would like the MFA restrictions relaxed and some European
countries would like them tightened hence the United States
could tilt the balance The second is the US sugar price support
pblicy which is to be renewed. One participant observed that-in
this case the Unite&States risks taking' away with one hand
what it is trying to achieve with the other through its newly'an-
nounced prdgram for greater cooperation in, the Caribbean
basin That program, it was noted, was prompted by an East-
West security concern.

.There,was sfrong consensus that increasing Third World
trading oppoilunities with the United States is a way to? proN
mote economic develop' iThsithin a framework that is fully
consistent with the administra ion's economic orientation. It
was also broadly recognized th t trade opportunities will do lit-
tle for the poorest countries at have little to sell ontthe'US
market.

Food: Bread Lines and Security
COnsistent with the broad definition of OS security, it was
argued that the world's excessive reliance on the North
American breadbasket for its grain exports. the growing prob-
lems 'of soil depletion and erosion in Notth America, and in"-
adequate' food production in the developing countries all repre-
sent 'a security threat to the United Slates. If was further argued
that there were bread lines in Kenya last year, threatening to
destablilize an important US ally in East Africa.

The United States' huge scientific base, it was pointed out,
has not been sufficiently adapted for application in developing
country food production. To play a role. the United States
would have to invest significantly en tropical agricultural
researCh. Meanwhile, the latest recombinant DNA research ap-
plicable to food productionis moving agriciAltural research from
the public 'sector "(laud giant ,colleges) to the .private sector
(university labocatories) and 'may, soon pass as patentable
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biological processes to the multinationaf food companies The
group could only speculate what implications this might have
for developing:countries

-
ecause foold production ,is but one part of a system which

includes research, distribulion, and marketing,, the
elopment 4f food sector strategies as endorsed by the

World Food COuncil 'was singled out for praise. These
strategies focu developing country attention on the entire food
cycle. There was discussion of the Mexican system which
looked at the whole process and tried to correct systemic bias in
the agricultural sector The ultimate success of this approach;
one participant argued, would enhance security in Me)sico as
well as in the neighboring United States

It was noted that the food situation in much of the Third
World is becoming a serious problem because of declining pro-
ductivity Over the last 10-15 years, many food exporters have
become net importers, with a consequent rise in net food im-
port bills which in Latin America alone, according to one par-
ticipant, has reached $5 billion annually. Concessional
assistance, it was argued, is needed for development and re-
search to turn the situation around

sit

The new administration's Third World policy, said io be under
review for much of 1981, began tO emerge in outliv forth in
speeches by the .President, 'the ecretary of State, and the
Secretary of the Treasury just prior to the Canciin summit in
October 1981. Two speeches by President Reagan in Phila-

onetary Fund,'World Bank
rovided reference points for
ial elements of the,admthis-
vernment has to be reduced

US Policies and North-South Relations

delphia and at the International
annual meeting in Wasbington
the group's discussion. The essen
tration's view are that therole of g
,and that the private sector mus
development:

function as the engfne of

Arguing that this policy is mad quate, one participant sug-
gested that private organizations hould press the administra-
tion into defining a more satisfactOry framework for its North-
South policy. According to this friew. US actions in Central
America and its policies on sou hem Africa and the Middle

'East, where East-West concerns dominate, cannot be sepa-
rated ffom the North-South agen a. Because of the important
intersections of strategic oblectiv s and Third World develop-
ment issues, the two sets of conc rns shouldbe seen as part of
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the saMe policy framework In this context. the' administratiOn's
strong emphasis' on the role of the private sector in develop-
ment the "magic of the marketplace" was criticized as in-
adequate to meet the needs of the poor -The policy as outhned
in the pre-Cancim speeches, therefore, was seen as requiring .
fundamental changes rather than only minor improvements at
the margin

In defense of tfie administration's.approach, it was argued
that improved trade opportunities were of considerable impor-
tance to enough developing countries to constitute a sound ap-
proach to 'development To the extent that trade cannot meet
the needs of the poorest coUntries, it was noted, the adminis-
tration hopes to redirect existing concessional aid flows by pro-
posing a policy shift within international lending institutions.
The proposal would call for, more advanced developing coun-
tries to "graduate" from the concessional aid category, freeing
funds for additional lending to the poorest countries.

The Mood in the-United States
There was broad agreement that soCial and economic ft/ends in
the United States are shaping the LIS response to the.Third
World. The decline in federal support for education, health,
family planning, and other social services domestically makes it
that much more difficult to justify US aid for similar projects
abroad.

It Was also the perception of the group that the United
States, and particularly the present leadership, will be less
responsive to Third World arguments that rich countries should
feel guilt.for the plight of the poor. "This well has run dry," saicl
one participant, There is also a pronounced lack of patience
with ritUal denunciations -of the United States by Third World

. countries in the United Nations and other international fora.
There was a strong feeling expressed that it-is time to put aside
the rlworic.and focus instead on pragmatic solutions_

The message that emerged in the group seemed to he'that
the administration is prepared to resume the North-South
dialogue if it can avoid politically charged universal fora like the
United Nations. It was recognized that this would meet opposi-
tiOn frpm the Third World caucus at. the United Nations, the
Group of 77, and that therefore it would be necessary tO find a
face-saving mechanism to preserve the symbolism' of global
negotiatiogs while getting down to coficrete talks in speciftC\
topics within smaller and more manageable working groups. \
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Will the Third. World Compromise? -
For developing countrie, the official position continues to be
that the new international economic order agenda raises moral
questions about the injustice of The existmg system. To agree to
break out one or more specific items for negotiation without
general endorsement of the idea of the need for systemic
change is therefore to lose the essential political point lh the
view of one particippnt. the Group of 77 is willing to pay the
high pnce of an ongoing deadlock in the North-South dialove
until their basic thesis is accepted by the North.

There was discussion of a variety of areas where the
developing countries feel the North, and particularly the United
States, is not being resibonsive to Third World needsand con-
cerns Many developed countries have made it clear that they
oppose the creation of new international institutions or new in-
itiatives. Rspecially those requiring increased budget alloca-
tions. There.were cited a number of recent actions which have
fed developing country frustration the failure to create an
energy affiliate of the World Bank, the difficulties encduntered
in the replenishment of the International Fund for Agricultural
Developrrient (IFAD) and indications that the United States
favors reductions in paid-in and callable capital for the World
Bank It was countered, however, that blame for the lack of

,progress in many, of these areas.is shared by developed and
developing Countries alike.

Room to Maneuver: What Might Still Be 16ne
In light of the somewhat pessimistic tone of the preceding
discussion, the group was charged with the task of_ proposing
new ideas for improving US-Third World relations despite the

, current constraints (Trn e did not permit a detailed discussion
of the following sugge tions and so none was endorsed by the
group as a corlsensus pinion.) .

A new role for the private sector. US firms would probably
respond willingly to a gqlvernment call for greater involvement
,in Third World development plans if a new approach were
defined and acted on accordingly. The private sector view is
that the firms should not have to go in alone, they continue to
see a role for international financial institution like the World
Bank. In addition, the government ould r move disincen-
tives such as antiboycott legislation 4ptibibery and antitrust
laws, and.certain tax provisions if a gr ter private sector role is
genuinely sought.

h
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The private sector is more than just corporafions. Private
voluntary organfiations, -church groups, and individuals have
played and wdl continue tOplay a major role in development
efforts. The government might provide incentives to encourage

. an expansion of this involvement.

Ft doinestic version:of the Intermtional Finance Corpra-
tion: A domestically chartered mUttial fund Could be set up to
create a mix of private funds, and official aid for private sector
equity investments and loans in the Third 'World.

Pension funds and insurance company holdings. These
could be a new source of development capital which could be

ane for up to 30 years. Present regulations and §harters pro
hibit of the funds, but these cOuld be changed to per-
mit -e resources to be tapped for cteveloprp.mi,q

4s*"Don's ignore human resources. Education :an t'ning.pro-
gr&ns to develop human potential is ane-gSential part of the
development process and' one in which the private sector has a
stake and coeild play a greater role. Industry associations and
US cooperation with ad..?anced developed countries to pro-
note effective human resource allocation in the poorest coun
tries are among the things that might be considered for improv
ing training programs.

Conclusion .0

The group's discussion made painfully clear the political and
ecOnomic constraints to progress in the North 'South dialogue.
East-West tension today, as in the cold war period, tends to
'generate greater US interest in the .Third World, although the
focus is, understandabLy narrow, with the emphasis on.military

--seurity The filtering economies of the world's most adtran'ced
countries limit the optfons for compromise 'in the North-South
debate. The rhetoric is seen to bd getting stale while the global
problems all would like to see tackled are getting more serious.
Despite thegrouP's inability to agiee on what the security ini-
Plications are in IL of this, the participants JecOgnized that a
political compromise must be found soon if productive negolia
tions on the North-South agenda are to get under way.

0
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"While no grand scheme linking energy
and foreign pohcy . . . would be realistic
or even possible to construct, developing
an understanding of how energy policy
and foreign policy relate to one another
at a general level is of major impor-
tance."
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Energy and US Security

As the group met, the wodd marked the eighth anniversary, to
the month, of the Yom Kippur War and the imposition of the
Arab oil embargo in 1973. greatly reemphasizing forces that
have nvetted the attention of energy producers and consumers
alike to the political, economic, and even military conse-
quences of cOntinuing world dependence on oil.

Considerable attention has been liaid in numerous sectors to
the continuity of the problems stemming from the events of
1973-74, yet recent developments have raised the issue of
whether the contours of the "energy problem" are changing.
Talk of a permanent oil glut, the possibk disintegration of the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), a,
moderation of oil price increases, and falling US oil iMports
have kd some observers to ask whether important and
favorable, at least to theindustrialiied West, structural 6han9es
in the oil market are occurring.

/0. 11.

ft the same time, the assassination of Egyptian President
Sadat. the worsening economic plight of the less developed
countries (LDC), the uncertainty surrounding Soviet energy
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prospects and foreign policy intentions, to list but a few factors,
confront political leaders 4vith the reality of continuing fragility
in the international oil market, difficulty of developing
substitutes for oil, and specifically the continuing economic,
diplorhatic, and national security importanCe of energy issues
to the United States.

It was in this context of both possible change in the
parameters of energy issues and their continued vital import
tance to the US 'national interest that the Energy and US
Security group met to discuss not only what the "energy securi-
ty problerh" is, and what it may be in the future, but also what
the United States should do to address it. The first task before
the group was to define the key issues, that collectively consti-
tute the "energy security problem The group identified a
number of, but by no means all, key components of this prob-
lem, to which it then addressed itself.. This report is organize.d in
terms of these issues.

1. Status of US Energy Policy

The Reagan administration confronts a curious but important
challenge in ,conveying its energy policy to the public With few
exceptions., the public at large and, more importantly, opinion
makers and-many elttes have failed to recognize the policy, and
keep clamoring for one. This perception gap is due in part to
the public confusion of "policy" with extensive government
regulation and sweeprng legislative proposals and to the ad-
ministration'S view of energy policy as. in significant measure, a
key subset of an economic policy whose priority is reviving the
economy through greater reliance upon market mechanisms
and reduction of government intervention.

The group was virtually unanimous in its support for the
broad thrust of the administration's policy of both relying pri-
marily upon the market to handle energy issues and restricting
government involvement to those few areas where the market
is clearly incapable of dealing with specific energy problems or
where, due to national security interests, it would be inapt
prophâte to rely entirely upon the market. Although some
members pointed out that at the end of its term in office the
Carter administration was turning to greater reliance on the
market (e.g., phased oil and gas price decontrol), tfie Reagan
administration has staked out a clear position cih the respective

Joles of the market and the government in the energy area, in
contrast to its predecessors. This position entails reliance upon
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the market to permit economically efficient solutions to energy
problems; restriction of government research and development
(R&D) support to those very long-range, high risk but poten-
tially high payoff projects. such as fusion, completion of the
Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR), and the strengthening of
US military forces to provide seCurity, if need be, in the Persian
Gulf region.

Nevertheless, given the national security implications of
energy. the question of where the market left off and, as a
result, government rnitiatives were needed was raised, with the
clear implication that while mu& greater reliance on the
market was necessary. this alone was not sufficient for effective
policy (This question in no way conyeyed disagreement with
the principle that primary reliance must be on the market.) The,
group identified a number of possible security-related aspects
of energy pcAicy. including filling the Strategic Petroleum
Reserve, centrahzing emergency preparedness planning
responsibility at the federal level, diversifying oil supply
sources. encouragin both domestic energy production and
gatater consumption efficiency, and creating mechanisms to
encourade overseas investments in new energy production
areas, such as measures to insure investments against such
nonmarket risks as expropriation. The group did not intend
that the above options necessarily entailed extensive govern-
ment intervention in the marketplace

Energy security is,not solely a function of assured supply. In
considering price-related aspects of energy supply, the point-
was made that over the long run the US economy has and will
continue to adjust to higher oil prices. In the -short run,
however, unexpected price "spikes" and resulting economic
dislocation could produce social tensions and demands for
government intervention in the marketplace. It was also
pointed out that other societies have not fared nearly as well as
the United States, and that their collapse or decline could
adversely affect US security interests

Recent supply disruptions have suggested that the problem is
not necessarily physical shortage of oil but not having enough
dollars to pay for it, i.e., the loss of consumer purchasing
power and depressed economic activity. The group agreed that
the market must be the primary mechanism to deal, with supply
disruptions: In addition, interest was expressed in the concept
of recycling dollars (through the tax system', emergency
economic impact assistance, etc.), as opposed toallocating oil,

31.
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as a means of coping with the economic impact of supply dis-
ruption. Seyeral 9roup members, however; expressed reserva-
tions as to whether dollar recycling would be enough in such
situations. No clear group position, other than on relying prin-
cipally on the market, developed at this point.

2. Market vs. Government

The fundamental recasting of the philosophical basis of US
energy policy by the Reagan administration in terms of reliance
on the market ensured that discussion of the first item on the
agenda would merge into the second. The group considered
what the appropriate,role of the government should be in the
energy Sector. This discussion focused on ..tvid. points. 1)

emergency response mechanisms: and 2) the policy
framework for long-term energy development. The discussion
of wiift the appropriate role is for government in the above
areas mirrored the division of opinion in the policy community
at large on this issue.

Several group memberg expressed reservations about leav-
lng allocation and price issues to the market during severe oil
emergencies (defined as a major shortfall exceeding the 7 per-
cent international Energy Agency DEN trigger) There would
inevitably be political pre4sures to resort to government supply
allocation and price controls. given the lag in the speed with
which a new market equilibrium could be established This
view was challenged by others who cntended that, freed from
price controls, the market could movd faster and more effec-
tively than government on allocation, and that government
should confine itself to economic impact assistance and
drawdown of the SPR. (One merhber persistently questioned
the rationale for liaving a SPR, claiming that iti,,deterred the
holding of private stocks, but this view was not supported by
the rest of the group.) Ultimately, this issue of emergency
response revolves around the question of how far you rely
upon the market, and what steps beyond those taken in the
market would be, required of government.

The discussion of the policy framework for long-term energy
development reaffirmed the group's position that the market
must be the principal mechanism, and there was general agree-
ment that stability of the policy framework is Iso.critical Opin-
ion was more divided, however; over what else was required of
government to entburage production. The discussion here
presaged a more extensive debate dn this iSsue under Item 5,
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but silffice it to say at this point that some believed that positive
government encouragement, including financial incentives,
may be necessary if high risks ,tro investment are not to be al-
lowed to deter necessary energy development. Others main-
tained that government . should principally reThove the'
regulatory. tax, and price control obstacles to new projects and'
refrain from pushing any sPecific project or technology at the-
expense of others Government could then confine itself to
supporting very long-range projects. sucti as fusion There was
broader agreement (with 9ne or two exceptions), however,
that a more active governmgnt role in developing a framework
to encourage US foreign investment and the international com-
petitiveness.of US energy companies (e g by retaining foreign
tax credits) was necessary in the internatio al arena

,

Atthougn the group discussed the respective roles of the
market and the government, it did not define, with any preci-

i
ion what the market is, its imperfections. and the implications
of differences between diverse private interests and the public
interest for foreign policy and national security The point was
made that these factors are crucial, given the fact that the
"market" functions within a political context. qnd is not an
autonomous entity by itself. While, in theory, it can produce an
economically optimal outcome, it need not produce one that is
politically optimal. As became more evident in discussing Item
5, the group was in agreement on what the government should
not do administer prices but not on what it should do

3. Politioal and Strategic Context
of International Oil

The political and strategic context of inernationaI oil remains
dvinated by events in the Middle East, the specter of instabili-
ty in major supplier states there, and the potential for war in the

_region. Short of destabilization, there remain important ques-
tions as to the future of OPEC, the prorationing of production,
and the implications of new Claimants on world oil, possibly in
Eastern Europd (if pessimistic projections 9f Soviet inability to
supply Eastern Europe are borne out) and in the industrializing
countries Moreover, energy issues are part of a broader
toreign policy process in the Western Alliance, and are ag-
gravating preexisting .strains over strategic and econornic
issues (One member did not accept this.proposition, arguing
that the "competition for oil" thesis is a myth from an economic
theory standpoint.)
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How an understanding of this context on provide a guide to
policy is another questibn, since, while surprise anomolous
events can be expected in the 1980s, Saudi Arabia and several
other producers have strong economic and financial interests in
maintaining the economic well-being of their customers, and
thus incentives to provide steady supply. CompliCating the
guidance of policy are serious ,intelligence problems in the
energy area, suth that the group questioned whether .the
United States really understands Middle Eastern affairs and
likely energy suppry prospects, and is ignoring issues of major
importance to key suppliers,' such as the Palestinian rights
question

There was general agreement that supply diversification was
an essential response to this overall situation, although opinion
was divided as to whether this entailed simply reducing vulner-
ability to insecure sources of oil, or moving off oil as much as
possible Given the lack of major indigenous energy options
available to US allies, some members questioned whether a

divergence of energy situations, isolating, the United States
from its allies, coulc6clevelop. Moreover, for some European
states diversification could mean more overall energy supply
from the Soviet Union Although the group spent little time on
this latter issue '. it was pointed out that growing East-West
energy trade is but a part of a larger foreign policy process
potentially at odds with,Reagan administration views on how to
deal with the Soviets. (The group did not discuss this last pro-
position, and some members later Indicated that they did not
agree with it.)

The strategy of sup'ply diver'sification raised again the ques-
tiOn of the role of government in supporting the US energy in-
dustry Interest was expressed in the estabBhment of a
framework, through existing international financial institutions
or bilateral negotiation, providing for epatriation of funds, con-
vertibility; and assurance against e ropriation of US foreign
investment in new LDC energy pi. ducing areas. The concept
of an "insurance scheme for e ropriation risks, paid for by
the hosi countries, was consid cl. Attention was also given to
the potential benefits to the est of supplier state oil stockpiles,
although these benefits were not sketched out in any great
detail.

4. .Energy Emergencies 9:0111,0 Responses

While there is a range of r)ossible energy emergencies, of which
a cutoff of foreign supply is but one, attention has focused
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predofninantly on this particular contingency The group took
pains to dis,tinguish subcrisis situations (predominantly price
problems best left to the market to resolve) from major
emergencies involving supply shortfalls at the 7 percent IEA
trigger revel or more and which might require, more active
'government intervention However, discontent with existing
and past response mechanisms was expressed. Government
allocation of oil has only made matters worse.in such,sityations,
and, many maintained, the market could handle this job far
better Doubts regarding the viability of the IEA emergency.od
sharing mechanism, Which, like the Maginot Line, would fight
"the last war" (197,3-1974) very well, were expressed, butIall
agreed that the lEA represents an important political commit-
ment by industrial states to work together in a crisis (No one
4destioned whether they actually would in such a situation,
although this is'properly a source of reel concern.)

Just whayorfiestic measures should be,set in place to han-
dle major emergencies occupied much of the discussion. The
SPR is clearly a major instrument, but the administration in-
tends to use it to restrain price ratcheting rather than fin in for
lost supply, per se Nevertheless, the group warned that one
should not underestimate the political pressures on policy for
the SPR There was little sentiment for any government in-
volvement in the management of private oil stocks, even in a

The group emphasized that an effective emergency response
(or organization) process to identify the nature of a crisis and.
respond accordingly, and better public credibility for this proc-

-ftess, are crucial and may be more important than having
canned response plans which may not fit the situation at hand.
Public Credibility is crucial to the success of an emergency proc-
ess, especially since greater reliance on the market, as opposed
to extensive government intervention, perhaps increases the
danger of a search for scapegoats and of claims that gOvern-
ment is abdicating its responsibility to protect the public.
Government nd industry must work together in any effective
process, the responsibility does not lie with one to the exclusion
of the other.

5. Long-Rgnge US Energy Development.
,

The group devok51 a consideralile amount of time to this sub-
ject, and, while ':4asserting its support for a market-based
policy, disagreed over both the objective of long-terny US
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energy strategy an8 how that strategy should be implemented.
Ihis disagreement is not surprising since the energy community,
at large is divided on these questions.

The group -agreed that self-sufficiency should not be the
governing objective of energy policy as, etien if the United
States were self-sufficient, Western Europe and Japan would
not be. with little overall change resulting in the energy security
issue for the United States. Nevertheless, some members
argued that an absolute reduction in oil use must be the over-
riding objective, that simply focusing domestic policy on pro-
ducing more oit,s a mistake, and that.alternanyes to oil must be
developed so that oil is no longer the only mcremental energy
source available to meet energy growth: Other group members
contended that the best short-term and medium-term strategy
is to continue to rely ,upon oil, in recognition of its versatility,
and Tath o diversify supply sources so as to reduce
vulnera to disruption.

There waS'lso disagreement over the role of government in
facilitating, if not provoting, developpent of high cost, high
risk energy sources alld.-technologies The group acknowl-
edged that determining when new sources will enter the market
is very difficult, as, in The case of shale oil and coal-based syn-
.thetics, this will depend in part on the price of alternative fuels,
the rate of conventional oil reserve additions, and many other
factors While all agreed' that a free market is necessary, they
disagreed over whether the market alone will be sufficient to
ensure the timely enky of new sources Some maintained that
government should confine itself to offering an attractive
depreciation schedule, an attitude supportive Of energy supply
develdPments. cost-effective regulatory stanzleds, and a
mechanism for consolidating lawsuits against a particular proj-
ect (It marks the tenor of thttirRes that all assumed every proj-
ect would be sued by its opponents ) The companies cannot
ask the-government to stay ott of the marketplace and then
turn around and ask for loan guarantees and other incentives.
These individuals maintained that projects woul 'be developed
as it became profitable to do so..

Others simply could not accept-the argument that the proc-
ess of bringing on new sources would be this smooth, and cited
the potential effect of hIgh interest rates and long lead times in
deterring the levels of Private investment necessary to develop
these sources in a timely manner consistent with the national
security importance of doing so Government financial sup-
port, through loan guarantees, cost sharing, and other means,
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would lite essential, especially to start off new energy industries.
However. ,those who wanted government simply to keep
hands off expressed their fear that government support policies
are subject to reversal and could lead to construction of ineffi-
cient white elephants Still others expressed the belief -the
United States is not now facing an energy cliff, that there is
some time before the question of governvient involvement has
to be wesolved. and that the first government priority must be
on economic recovery The premise that there is Sucil time was
not accepted by all

The grout) also addressed the financial plight of the investor-
owned electric utility industq The economic problems of
nuclear power and coal maY in significant part stem frorn
serious structural inefficiencies in the Utility industry. Some
members observed that a major reorganization of this industry,
along regional or separate production/transmission company
lines (i e . 8 few large companies would be in the business of
producing electricity, others Would transmit it to the market and
sell it at the retail level). must Precede any refinancing of this in-
dustry

Although discussion concOntrated on the above controver-
sies. several other aspects of this topic merit attention That
domestic energy strategies send foreign policy signals 'was
acknowledged but not discUssed, even at. modest length A
general conclusion Was reached that renewable sources would
make little contribution to Meeting energy needs even at "the
end Of the century. Finally, all appeared to share the belief that
economic recovery, and speCifically a lowering of interest rate%
is crucial to domestic energy strategy.

I

6. Energy, US Foreign Policy,
and Alliance CoheOon

In opening the discussion of this topic, several members
remarked that the current orld oil glut and decline in US oil
imports should not lead to a alse sense of confidence, sin,ce it is
not yet certain that these new conditions are permanent.

'Moreover, major US allies continue to express concern about
the US energy situation. At the very least, the-re is a linkage be-
tween energy issues and tl-i cohesion of the Western alliance
at a perceptual level as well as an operatitmal one, as the ques-
tion of military strategy in the Persian Gulf (not discussed by the
group), relating to security )f. oil supply, demonstratqs.

.
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Thegroup then turned to the question of how to integrate
energy and foreign policy. Despite the group's general prefer:
ence for reliance on the market, a few asked whethe some
energy issues were not so important frpm a national security
viewpoint that they could not be left to the private sector to
,handle One questioned whether it was valid to extrapolate
from a preference for market solutions in the domestic sphere
to the same approach for the international arena, Without
recognizing the potentially greater government responsibility in
the latter There was, with the exception of one member, little
support for the proposition that the market should be relied
upon for all international issues, but the group believed that the
government/market ii.-jalationship in the iqternational arena
should be dealt with almost on a case by case or issue-specific
basis While no grand scheme linking energy and foreign policy
in a way capable of providing operational guidance for policy
would be realistic or even possible to construct, d4veloping an
understanding of how energy policy and foreign policy relate to
one another at a general level is of major importance. A couple
of members exprssed their view that tbe foreign policy issues
and responses stemmed in significant part from the market
structure and energy resource in question, and thus con-
siderable variation from one market,'resource to anothei could
be expected.

7. Energy, the LDCs,,and the
World Financial System

The group found itself with very little time to discuss this topic,
which was a combinatiOn of the last two items on the initial
agenda One member pointed out that rising LDC oil demand
(at an aggregate level) will be a source of increasing pressure on
the world oil market The discussion then turned to institutional
issues, particul6rly the proposed World Bank energy affiliate
and its alternatives The group had very mixed opinions of the
affiliate concept, and, on the whole, the remarks tended to be
negative, but all recognized that the investment isspes regard-
ing LDC energy development were important ones.

One member raised a number of questions regarding both
the broader LDC energy development problem and the related...

institutional issues. Despite high oil import bills, is the cure
necessarily finding and developing indigenous energy? This
question can be addressed only on a country by country basis.
If local energy is potentially available, IS multilateral lending
necessary,, and will it supplant or supplement private capital?
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Should multilateral funding agencies focus on countries where
private capital will not go, and if the World Bank is to increase
its energy lending, will an energy affiliate offer a more effective

4 vehicle for doing .so?'

A number of points relevant to the above emerged in the dis-
cussion The existence of multilateral lending will not change
exploration risks, which the oil companies can.handle best The
World Bank could help finance resoixce development projects
and national energy infrastructure This might be parncularly
important where the level or type _of indigenous resources
could meet domestic needs but might not support exports, and
thus might not attract private foreign capital. The development
of some sort of expropriation insurance scheme, funded by the
host countries and possibly housed in an existing international
agency. such as the International Monetary Fund, attracted in-
terest in the group The group did not have sufficient time to
discuss the world financial system, although this in no way was
intended to downgrade the importance of this area

Summary
There !vas broad consensus in the group that the general direc-
tion of the Reagan administration's energy policy, with its
reliance on the market, is correct and to be commended. This
consensus reappeared throughout the discussion of broad issue
areas. There were differences of opinion an specific points,
such as the role of government in areas where energy might
have national security importance, and the ability of the private
seCtor to run very large investment risks,- but these disagree-
ments must not be allowed.to detract from the consensus sup-
porting the market orientation of the Reagan policy.

The_group did not prepare a set of detailed policy recom-
mendations Those ideas that did attract some general interests
in the group have been noted in this report. These tended to
address The issues of appropriate responses to oil crises, where
recycling dollars rather than physicallY allocating oil was seen
ag more promising, insurance schemes to,cover nonmarket
risks to overseas private investment; diversification of both
international and domestic energy sources, but not necessarily
achievement of self-sufficiency, and, as a general principle,
reliance on the market, not government intervention, wherever

,zo,ssible .
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"There was agreement . . . that the Non-
Proliferation Treaty remains a key instru-
ment in the effort to halt the proliferation
of nuvlear weapons."
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US NonprOliferation Strategy

Introduction
O'veythe course of th'e coriference the group examined three
clusters ofoubjects'relating. to the, control of the.internahonal,
spread of 'nuclear Weapons First, the group reviewed, and
evaluated the signifiCance of several recent events affecting
nuclear :proliferation Second, altention was devoted to an
analysis and assessment of the emerging nonproliferation,
policies of the Reagan administration, an effort was rtnade to
identify the elements of continuity, and of change in he
Reagan approaches to nonproliferation, as conipared to`the ef-
forts of the' Ckter _gdministration. Third, discussion w4s con-.
ducted- on current and future activities of internalional
organizations in the field of nuclear nonproliferatiop.

'

Current 'Situatioh

41

.Seileral recent events welt identified by the group as being sig-
nificant in the nonproltferation issue area. Examined in Ws
regard was the Israeli air attack upon, and appareht destruction
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of, an Iragi nuclear jest reacto? and research facility. fhis event
the first instance in which a state has applied military force

directly and overtly against another state to forestall the latfer's
potential nuclear-weapons-development capability was
observed to have a number of possible consequences. First,
this attack made clear that the further spread of nuclear
weapons, or even the appearance of possible further weapons
proliferation, is likely to cause new and interise international
tension,s Second, tbe Baghdad-facilities formally came under
the safeguards supervision of the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA), and the Israeli assessment that the facilities
were directed toward military Uses, in spite of this supervision,
could draW into question the general efficacy of the IAEA
nuclear oversight capabilities

Another event noted was the announcement by the director
general of the IAEA that theagency could no longer determine
with confidence that certain nuclear activities Of the Pakistani
government were not oriented toward the acquisition of
nuclear weapons. Such activities by Pakistan and other nations

activities which suggest but whictrare not clearly illustrative
of an intent toacquire nuclear weapons were considered by
members of the group to reflect a possible new form of nuclear
proliferation: the "near-acquisition" of nuclear weapons.,

In addition to these events .the group discussed ot her, more,
hopeful, trends. First, in spite of the disturbing tvents noted
above, and in spite of the inability of the Non-Proliferation
,Treaty (NPT) Review Conference to produce a final document,
no national government has indicated any inclination toward
withdrawing from the NPT. Second, in the wake of the Israeli

--air attack, new interest was expressed by Israel in a Middle East
nuclear-free zone, and the United States reported thM it had
begun discussions relating to such a zone with members of the
'region.

It was observed, that the initiation of.the construction of new
nuclear ,power plants was decreasing worldwide. While the
value of this trend from an economic viewpoint was no,t fully
examined, members of the group did suggest that it mitigated
the dangers of theft, terrorism, and governmental diversion of
nuclear materials, dangers inherent in the widespread use of
nuclear power, Other members of the group cautioned,
however, that the 'slowdown in the use of fluclear,power might
be confined to the developed countries, and that this slowdown
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of nuclear power may not be as characteristic of the energy
developments in certain developing countries possibly in-
terested in ?cquinng nuclear weapons If this were to occur,
then, with a competition for nuclear sales abroad to offset the
loss of domestic nuclear markets. developed countries might
loosen proliferation contfols. On the other hand, it was noted
by members of the group that it has been precisely during the
recent years, when nuclear exports have become more impor-
tant to developed countries, that new efforts have been under-
taken among them to formulate a joint set of guidelines to con-
trol the export of sensitive nuclean equirment and materials.

: US Nonproliferation Policies
Extensive discussions were conducjed within the group on the
nuclear nonproliferation policies (A, the Reagan administration
as they have been articulated since the spring of 1981. Atten-
tion was devoted to comparing these policies with the efforts of
the Carter administration, the foci of analysis Within the group
included the basic attitudes toward nuclear weapons spread,
the preferred general strategy for nonproliferation, and such
specific efforts as relations with other nuclear suppliers and the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act (NNPA).

In terms of basic attitude. some members of the group sug-
gested that the goal of halting the spread of nuclear weapons is
as important in the Reagan administration as it had been during
the Carter years Other members argued, by.contrast, that the
recent pronouncements of the Reagan adminig.tration indicated
a clear lowering of emphasis on nonproliferation GroUp mem-
bers holding the first assessment suggested that differences be-
tween the Carter and Reagan adminiMrations are related to
strategy and style of policy, and that they do not differ in
assigning great importance to the goal of nonproliferation

Concerning strategy, it was suggested that the Carter admin-
istration tended to place relatively greater emphasis on affect-
ing the capabilities of possible proliferators, to acquire the
technology, equipment. and materials needed to produce
nuclear weapons, while the Reagan administration is tending to

place relatively greater weight on affecting the motivations of
countries to obtain nuclear weapons. It was noted by many
members of the group that this difference was a matter of
degree both administrations recognized the need to affect
both the capabilities and motivations of nations to acquire
nuclear Weapons , but that it did make a difference in the
resulting actions undertaken by the two administrations.
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For example, it was believed within the Carter administration
that a necessary component of an effective nonproliferation
policy was to discourage the use worldwide of plutonium re-
processing To attain this goal of plutonium-avoidance, the
Carter administration sought to defer indefinitely the reprocess-
ing and recycling of plutonium within the United States, it
placed an embargo on the export of reprocessing technology,
Rquipment, and materials to all countries, including our closest
allies, and it sought to persubde US allies not to pursue
plutonium technologies. According to some members of the
group, this Carter strategy focusing as it did on capabilities
rather than motivations was inapp riate, as it unnecessari-
ly interfered with the activities of nati whfch already possess
nuclear weapons. or which very clea are uninterested in ac-
quiring such a military iapability These members argued that it
was the Reagan administration's recognition of the inap-
propriateness of the Carter plutonium-avoidance policy (which

,may have unnecessarily Ilarmed relations between the United
States and some of its closest allies) that led the new ad-
ministration to change US policy on plutonium reprocessing.
The Reagan administration no longer will prevent development
within the United States of plutonium reprocessing capabilities.
Also, it will permit the export of US reprocessing technology,,
equipment, and materials to countries which do not present a
weapons proliferation risk and which do have a legitimate use
for the export under review

While some members of the group expressed approval of
this change in US policy, others were critical of it. Those critical
of the change expressed cOncern that it would in fact increase
proliferation control problems, and that it would be perceived
by.many nations, including.potential proliferators, as indicating
a diminished nonproliferation effort on the part of the United
States These members expreped ah additional concern that,
by eschewing efforts to restrict plutonium-related exports, the
United States is giving up a form of leverage over its allies on
matters of nonproliferation. The members of the group suppor-
tive of the new policy responded to these criticisms by sugi
gesting that the changes did not represent, a slackening of in-
terest on the part of the US government on proliferation mat-
ters, and that attempts to restrict the plutonium-related ac-
tivities of allies, have been counterpioductive.

One potential policy change by the Reagan administration
relates to recommendations it may make to the Congress con-
cerning the 'Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act. Some members of
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the group suggested that the administration should consider
recommending revision of Article 128 of the Act, to no longer
require the retroactive application of safeguards to nuclear
cooperation agreemenis entered into by some governments
,before 1978. Proponents of this change within the group sug-
gested that such a revision (in terms of proliferation risks)
would be a relatively costless way for the United States to ex-
tract itself from the awkward Position of seeming unfriendly
towardiseveral of its closest allies. These group members sug-
gested that such a revision might also open up the possibility of
reestablishing nuclear ties with potential proliferators. so that
the United States might obtain new opportunities to dissuade
these countries from pursuing the nuclear option Opponents
of a Levision of the Ad within the group suggested that such a
change at this time would, rightly or not. lead to a world
perception that the United States was less committed to non-
proliferation. These members of the group notedthat Article
128 also provided the United S,tates an opportunity to
demonstrate its strong commitment to,the idea that afl nations
should submit their nuclear facilities to full-scope safeguards.

The International Nonproliferation *gime
The group examined the potentialities and problems associated
with several international efforts in the area of nuClear non-
proliferation. Thes'e efforts include the nuclear Non-
Proliferation Treaty, the International Atomic Energy Agency.
the Latin American nuclear-weapon-free zone (the Treaty of
Tlatelolco) as well as a proposal for a zone in't125 Middle East,
and cooperative arrangements among the nations which sup-
ply nuclear technology, equipment, and materials

There was agreement among most of the members of the
group that the NPT remains a key instrument in the effort to
halt the"'proliferation of nuclear weapons. Within the group
there was satisfaction that both Turkey and egypt have recently
accepted the Treaty, and hope was expressed that Spain might
become a party to the NPT in the foreseeable future. At the
sgme time it was recognized that several key states remaiped
outside ,the NPT and that their nonparticipation weakens the
Treaty,.

A more complex assesSment was made of the IAEA On the
one hand it was noted in the group that the IAEA performs
many of its functions Well, and it was recognized that the Agen-
c'y cannot by itself be expected to stop any nation from acquir-
ing nuclear weapons. Several mernbers of the group°, however,
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suggested that the Age* is not performing entirely as well as
might be expected It was suggested*that the IAEA might be
unwilling to confrbnt some nations in face of efforts tci evade
Agency supervision of certain nuclear activities, and it was
argued that the Agency does not use its oversight resources ef-
,ficiently It was also suggested that the IAEA.might be becom-
ing an arena for North-South power struggles involvmg issues
unrelated to nonproliferation, and, that developed countries
may become less committed to the IAEA as an institution (as
distinct from its mission) if this "politicization" continues

The group reviewed the status of the Treaty of Tlatelolco,
while many membe,rs of the group were pleased to learn that
the Reagan administration has brought the Treaty's Protocol I

to the Senik for ratification, they were concerned that several
Latin American countries were not yet parties to the Trea.
Prospects for a Middle East zone were reviewed, and several
members of the group suggested that such a zone would be
more feasible in the context of a more general peace settlement
in the region In the meantime, however, discussions about
such a zone might be possible including Israel and even the .

more determined "reiectionist" Arab states. at least through the
intermediary efforts of the United States,

Finally, the group agreed that coordination among nuclear
supplier countries to control the 'most sensitive of nuclear
technologies should be continued and strengthened. A
member of the group suggested that one new form of restraint
might apply to the training of nationals from near-nuclear
countries in technologies relating to uranium enrichment,
plutonium reprocessing, and heavy water fabrication, this form,
of control was judged to be problematic, however, .,since.
several near-nuclear countries already have, at the least, suffi-
cient indigenous skills in reprocessing technology. It was noted
that controls can be effective; for example, the decisions by the
United States and Canada to stop supporting the Indian
nuclear power program after the nuclear explosion of 1974
played an important role in slowing that country's Miclear pro-
gram
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"The United States should strive for
more continuity in its arms control
negotiating posture than it has in the
past. Starting from scratch with each
new administration places us in a disad-
vantage with the Soviet Union. Worst of
all, it prevents long-term planning."
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Military Ctimpetition in Space

e,

The grou an ifs discussion by, agreeing that the question of
whether,ishac should be "militarized" or not is pointless:snot
only aretth'e ilitary forces of the United States and the Soviet
Union akead highly dependent on space systems, but even
th aceful" satellite ha's some military uses. For exam-

e. communications satellites can carry military or
rnessages equally well, information from weather satellites can

..bk used to'plan family picnics or military invasions,

The more interesting question proved to be whether the
4"weaponizatiOn"_ of space is inevitable. Thedwas some discus-
sion as t6 Whether there is a useful distinction between
"militarization" and "weaponization2 Weaponization means
actually putting weapons devices that directly destroy
soniething into space. So far, no weapons are actually
based in spaEe.. The 1967 treaty on outer space specifically
prohibits placing ";.veapOns of mass -Ntruction" (most likely
nUclear weapons) into orbit. In the Ad-1960s the United
States carried out some tests of an antisatellite syStem and the
Soviets have conducted abOut 19 tests of a so-called "killer
satellite." Up to now, though, weappns have not been sta-

. tioned in space and antisatellite weapons that would be fired in-
. ,
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to space are at a fairly primitive level

Some participants questioned whether the distinction be-
tween Face systems that support the use of weapons' on earth
on the' pne hand, ahd on the other hand space systems that
themselves are capable of destructive acts, was a useful one.
Still, an important value of this distinction appears to be in its
demarcation of a kind of threshold for future arms control
egreements. Trying to control the military competition in an
area where weapons can be prohibited, rather than in an area
where they are in place and of perceiyed importance to the
United States and the Soviet Union, might still be possible.

Some members of the group felt it important to indicate that
even if satellites were n6t themselves weapons, if they were in
some way mihtarily useful: they made space weapons more
desirable because it might appear to the militarY advantage of
each side to destroy important military targets (that is, satellites)
of the other side. And each side must be cbncerned about-the
possibility that the other side would attack its satellites, Still, the,
group agreed to work with the "weaponizàtion" distinction.

Before moving on to the weapons question, the group
agreed that..military space policy should be considered in the
larger context of US interests After some discussion. the group
concluded that at least in, the near term there were no impor-
tant conflicts likely to arise between US civil and military space
interests The group agreed that past US efforts to promote
international cooperation in space including cooperation
with the Soyiet Union should be continued.

The most serious cqncern expressed by several members of
the group was the apparent absenbe of an ,overall, coherent,
clearly defined US space policy.

US Military Interests and Vulnerabilities in Space
The group considered circumstances in which the Soviet Union
might want to attack US military satellites, and what this would
mean to the ability of the US arniqd forces to carry out their
missions. It turned t to be extremely difficult to find plausible
circumstance in whic a successful Soviet antisatellite attack
appeared either probable or decisively advantageous ,to 'the
Soviet Unioh. ,

Epr example, it is true thatthe United States relies on early
warning satellites for the first alert that *Soviet missiles have



s
1

,

been launched toward the United States. While on the face of
it. it might seem useful for the Soviets to "blindithese satellites,
in fact the very destructiOn of our warning satellites would 'in
itself constitute a warning that the Soviets were up tp some-
thing Our.nudear retaliatory forces woukl go on alert. just as if
the satellites themsdves had sent the message in the absence of
a "launch on warning" Policy that would be adequate

I

While the United States depends heavily on military com-
munications satellites. al still has other ways of conveying the
"Emerpricy Action Message" of pushing the nuclear but-
ton. again, destroying lithese satellites would not spare the
Soviet Union from a nuclear retaliation. k

Nr4......_ Once a nuclear war Were -under way. antisatellite weapons
,

would not do the Soviets much good A limited nuclear war in
'which the Sdviet Union s allowed to pick off US satellites is ex-
tremdy unhkely. In an II-out iludear war. Soviet anlisatellite
launching bases would have been destroyed by US nuclear
weapons although the survival of its satellites in that case
would not be of much tise to the United States In the absejoce
of a plan to conduct tlimited nuclear war." replacemenT of
communication and intelligence satellites is not important

In sum. the group agreed that there was not much point in
devoting a lot of attention to the minor danger of an antisatellite
attack, in a case where our very civilization would be on the
course to destructioni The grotifi then tried to imagine
scenarios short of nuclear war in which there was some advan-
tage for the Soviet Union in attacking US satellites. .

First of all. it was hard to conceive of a war between the
United States and the Soviet Union which did not quickly
escalate,into total war. .1Nor did it seem plausible that the Soviet
Union would intervene to destroy some reconnaissance
satellite that the United States was using in a war involving
Soviet client states. the risk of direct conflict with the United
States would not be w rth the limited military yak& of such an
attack. Outside the oviet Union and Eastern Europe. the
United States has ot er reconnaissance methods to replace
satellite data (On the other hand, some suggested. the United
States would not be tob likely to start a war with the Soviets just
because some import nt, but not vital, satellite was attacked).
,

: Some concern w 5, expressed about the Possibility of
nondestrlictive interference with US satellites forexample by
the jamming of r 1adio inks between the gi"ound stations and the

1
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.satellites. Here again, the potential problem Cioes not seem to,
be, of decisive importance. And in some cases, it will probdblY"
be easier to design satellites to resist radio jamming than it will
be to jam them.

The members could agree that the "ground segm ts" of
some military space systems may be more vulnerable o attack
and disruption than- the satellites themselves. He e again,
though, it is difficult to imagine a SOviet attack on those ground
stations that is not part of a general nuclear attack in which the
space systems shrink in importance. Neither was the group
alarmed about the 'potential of isolated terrorist attacks on
ground stations

US Interest in Antisatellite Weapons
In its recent strategic policy statement ,(October 1981) the
Reagan administration affirmed its intention to proceed with
development of an operational antisatellite weapon. The main
line of US research in this area involves a device called a
"Miniature Florying Vehicle " This 12" by 13" mechanism is
designed to home in on the infrared radiation given off by a
target satellite, then use its cluster of small rocket tubes to pro-
pel itself into the target at. high speed. The Miniature Vehicle
would be launched into space aboard a small two-stage missile,
which would in turn be carried first to high altitude aboard an
R-15 jet fighter . If It works as planned, it will be much superior
to the present. Soviet system consisting of a large satellite that
must be launched into orbit by a heavy fixed-based missile.

The panel discussed the prossand cons of suth a sistem.
Several reasons were adduced in favor of it:

1. Since the Soviets have an operational, even if limited, anti-..

satellite syftem; tire Limited States must redress this asymmetry.
The 'Soviets should riot have tirr be seen td have a military
weapon that t13.e United States does not, if only for
,psychological/Perceptual reasons.

2. In order to deter the Soviet Union from attacking US
satellites, the United States must credibly be able to attack
Soviet satellites 'in -reprisal.

3 On general phriciPles, the United States should hot deny
itself any' potentially promising line of development in military
technology.

.

4. Military competition is just as inevitable in space as it has



,
been on land, sea, and in the air, we must play this erious)
game because history leaves us no choice,

5 We shbuld have the ability, if possible. to deny important
military assets to the Soviets in case of war. e g., a U,S anti-
satellite weapon could destroy Soviet ocean surveillance
satellites that .might otherwise facilitate Soviet air and sea at-
tacks on US carrier task forces and on NATO shipping and
navies.

6 For the United' States at present. pursuing antisatellite
technology is a relatively cheap step.(compared with bombers.
ICBMs, for example).,
7 By building a system superior to that of the Soviets, we
force them to compete in an arms race that we might
dominate, they may have to spend resources in this competi-
tion that. if apphed elsewhere. would add more to their military
threat io the United States

8 If we are to defend against enemy antisatellite weapons. or
if we are to design an adequately verifithle negotiated agree-
rnent to limit such weapons. we must have the thorough
understanding of how they work that comes with full develop-
ment

9. Bargaining chips We can only persuade the Soviets to
enter into 'an equitable agreement on antisatellite weaPons if
they are persuaded'that we will have an effective system in the
absence of such an;agreement

Costs and risks of pushing ahead with antisatellite weapons
include the,following.

1 Building a better system than the Soviets' may stimulate
them to more quickly increase the threat they presently pose to
US satetlites while discouraging them from exploring an anti-
satellite arms control agreement with the United States

2 The bargaining chip is transitory. soon it will become a
system too far along to give up and with which the Soviets
will feel that they must catch up.

3 We :cannot defend against a Soviet antisatellite weapon,
with our own antisatellite weapon the one doe's not directly
counter the other Rather, we would be relying on the deter-
rent power of the threat of reprisal. Whether the Soviets would
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value keeping their oim satellites more than they would value
killing ours remains to be seen.

4 Other measures for making our satellites less vulnerable to
attack are available: hardening (armor of some kind),
maneuverability, keeping spare satellites in orbit or
replacements on the ground.

5 An all-out arms race in antisatellite weapons could becotne
very expensive to the United States 8 well as to the Soviet
Union

6.. It is hard to imagine a scenario or set 'of circumstances in
which we engage in an antisatellite war with the Soviets but not
a nuclear war. for this reason it is hard to imagine when we
would use the weapon at all. Therefore, the weapon does n'ot
seem worthits costs.,

7 The Soviets are not so dependent on their Satellites that, on
the whole, we could achieve a significant military advantage b_y
attacking them

8 If we are most concerned about the survivability of our own
satellites, then it may be possible to arrange an arms control
regirne which, on balance, does Ihe job better than 'an un-
constrained competition in antisatellite weapons. This argu-
ment was further developed in the discussion of possible anti-
satellite agreement provisions

An Antisatellite Limitation Agreement
The group examined next the possibility of limiting the threat to
US satellites by negotiating an antisatellite weapons limitation
agreerrient with the Soviets.

The presently 4'operational" Soviet antisatellite weapon KU
limited capabilities and apparently low reliability, further testing
could well improve this system, presenting the United States
with a much more difficult taskin trying to defend against at-
tacks on its satellites. A treaty coulAe ta way of providing
greater security fOr.US milithry assets in space, both in the short
term and the more distant future.

The group examined the Soviet "Draft Treaty on the Prohibi-
tion of the Stationing of Weapons of Any Kind in Outer Space"
submitted fo the UN General Assembly in August 1980 as a
possible model for such a treaty. The draft was found wanting
in several respects: The definitidn of "weapons" is nuclear; in
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fact, under this definition the United States wo41,bealloWed to
. -

test arxd deploy the "direct ascent" (nonprbiting) antisatellite
system now under develOpment in this country. The proyision
gf the draft treaty banning attacks on the satellites of"other na-
tfons appeared to repeat unnecessarily prohibitions already
provide r in the Outer Space Treaty of 1967 and its proto- .

,
cols ,

The group agreed that negotiating an antisatellite treaty in a
multinational forum such as the United Nations would be very
difficult: the two parties most directly affected (the Soviet
Union and the United States) could not satisfy their most
urgent concerns, while ;many other parties would be likely to in-
troduce extraneous or evdt damaging treaty provisions. The
group decided that a bilaterally concluded treaty could make
provision for later accession by other interested states, thereby
preserving the multilateral approach to space issues now in ef-
fect The group agreed that _the fact that the Soviets have
brought 'the issue to the United Nations certainly does not
preclude the resumption of private, bilateral talks between the
Soviets and the United States

The group agreed that the ultimate US objective would be to
improve the security of US (and Soviet) satellites by keeping
the two sides as' far as possible from the development, testing,
and full-scale deployment of highly effective antisatellite
weapons Simply banning the 4eployment of such weapons,
however, would not be sufficient, since verification of
adherence .to such a ban would be nearly impossible. ,

Vhe group thofore agreed that the best prospects lay in
seeking a verifiable ban on the operational testing of anti-
satellite weapons against targets in sppce,, since no military
wouldkrely on weapons that they had not fully tested The
group agreed that any antisatellite weapons treaty would have
to address two distinct classes of potential antisatellite .

weapons "Dedicated" systems that would be developed and
tested for the explicit purpose of being used as antisatellite
weapons, and "nondedicated systems," systems
developed, tested, and deployed for other purposes which,
howevet. had ancillary antisatellite capabilities or could conceal
an antisatellite weapon The group concluded that in the case
of "dedicated" .systems a negotiated verifia le ban of their
testing woUld b the best approach, while possibly separate
agreemenst specifying verifiable "rule the road" for outer
space could satisfactorily deal 'With potential threats pdsed by
"nondedicated" systems to'US/and Soviet space assets.
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The group recognized the great complexity of thg issues and
the considerable effort that would have to go into the negotig-
tion of satisfactory and adequately verifiable treaties, and of-
fered several suggested guidelines for negotiations toWards
such agreements.

1 Since in the short term the greatest threat is to low altitude ,
satellites and it is,' and would be in the future, posed by
"dedicated" antisatellite systems. it may be useful to concen-
trate on a treaty that b6ns the testing and deployment of such
dedicated sYstems. That would provide time. negotiating ex-
perience. and a measure of mutual confidence that could per-
mit the, tWo states to proceed with tit' e second part of the treaty
that would devise verifiable "rules of the road" aimed at barring
the use of "nondedtcated" systems in ntisatellite activities,

2 An antisatellite treaty should provide for a built-in
mechanism for continuous review and updating of any treaties
in order .to keep pace with technological developments
Changes in treaty apticles, especially those involving "rules of
the road," might be adopted by"..an on-going joi,nt review
group, something like the Standing Consultative Commission
of US and Soviet officials created Tor. the SALT I, agreements
and put into effect as presideotial executive orders Such- a
group could also recommend more substantial vpdating of
treaty provisions to be considered duririg pesrrOdic formal
reviews of the treaty for Senate ratification.

41i

3 Very great care should be taken to avoid dangerous
looph es in ned activities-or in verification measures in a
nedotia ty To this end, a US "red team- should careful-
ly examine the treaty with an eye to finding eithei) loopholes or
possible 'clandestine measures which might subvert-the pur-
looses of the treaty, before the treaty is sent to the Senate for

&Verification

4 Special attention should be given to the potential value of
cooperative measures which mjght facilitate verification of the.
provisions of a treaty, One example might be an.agreement to

Aplace "corner refleetors" on all satellites in order to make their
tracking by theother side easier, another might be the specific
identification; of the tasks of satellites prior to or shortly after
their launch Such cooperative measures could botfloncrease
'confidente in the treaty and reduce' the costs of 'unilareral
means of venfication For example. it might not be necessary to
place sophisticated sensors on each satellite to' detect whether
'or not they' have been approached hy other satellites in viola-,
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tion of some "rules of the road" provigion

5 The United States shoulci strive for more continuity in its
arms control negotiating posture than it has in the past Starting
from scratch with each new administration places us in a disad-
vantage with the Soviet Unfon Worst of all. it prevents long-
term pInning. Especially in the high technology area of the
military competition in space, developments 10 years into the
future must be foreseen and provided for We must develop
national institutions for conducting unified. mutually reinforc-
ing arms control and weapqns acqui5ition approaches that
result in a coherent national defense policy

Is
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"US-Soviet differences go far deeper
than misunderstandings and do not stem
merely from misperception. Still, en-
hanced mutual understanding is
necessary for any real improvement in
US-Soviet relations."
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Discussion Report

' .

This report prepared by the rapporteur following the conference was not
reviewed by discussion group participants

'

Future US-Sovie; Relationsr

The Present Impasse
Well-informed men and women, concerned for their own
countries and anxious for all humanity. can disagree profound
ly on the prospects of US-Soviet relations and how to improve
them More than in previous years our participants differed not
only on present conflicts but on the importance of philosophical
issues diyiding East and West Some asked how we can pro-
ceed at all with ameliorating US-Soviet tensions when we are...
separated by chasms of distrust and ideological hostility
Others, probably the majority, urged that we consider "bite-
sized" steps that might reduce tensions and rebuild cooperation
even while basic differences remain unresolved. However.
even when we reached agreement in principle, as on the
desirability of parity ,. as a guide in strategic arms. sharp
disagreements ardse.as to implementation.-

All this points to a difficult and dangerous period ahead, one
in which distrust, communication problems, the dynamism of
military technology, aggrieved sensibilities, and insecurities will
confound efforts to move again toward relaxation of tensions,
i.e., the process of detente.
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Deten)e collapsed due to the actions of both sides. Little can
be gained from attempting to place exclusive responsibility on
'either party Several factors contributed to the decline of
detente-

1 The superpowers operate from divergent histoncal tradi-
tions and expenences. each pursues different goals: It was
unreahstic to assume 'that these conflicting interests could be
completely submerged by arms, trade, and other agreements
or bear hugs at the summit

2 The Kremlin perceives the United States as reneging on
trade accords and on SALT U. the White House sees Soviet
6dventures in the Third World and the Kremlin's arms buildup
as conflicting with the spirit of detente

3 Though the itremhn has given the Reagan administration
several months in which to revise as campaign rhetoric, the
new government in Washington has continued to pursue a
strong anti-Soviet campaign, at least in its declaratory policy.

Problems
The Need to Resume Dia1ogue
Since the Soviet entry into Afghanistan high-level contacts be-
tween the Superpowers have been sharply reduced The
Standing Consultative Commission continues to momtor
SALT, but the promising exchanges of military delegations

. started in the 1970s have been discontinued except for the
group that meets to review the agreement on avoiding in-.
cidents at sea. COngressional and nongovernmental exchanges
have ako been severely curtailed.

It is important for us to see how others see us: Lack of com-
munication contibutes to inaccurate perceptions on both sides.

While perceptions do not necessarily mirror reality, they con-
strain, and guide political ;actors, becoMing in this way part of
reality Thus, the alleged missile gap favoring the Soviet Union
in the-late 1950s contributed to, the US arms buildtjp even
thOU-§ifiwas FaTerjudged tOThave be-Cranaccuratery peiterved.

An analogous problem today,may be the alleged "window of
vulnerability" the theory that- the US retaliatory capacity
could be seriously crippled by a Soviet firscstrike. Available
data, can be interpreted to support or reject this theory. But
there seems to be no evidence that the Kremlin perceives such
a "window" or is planning to exploit it. Meanwhile, US actions
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to close the alleged wi-r'idow will surely shape Soviet percep-
tions of US intentions and will affect the reality of the strategic
eqUation and shape Soviet perceptions of US intentions In-
deed, the Kremlin may perceive the window theory as a
pretext for enhancing .4 US capacity for preemption.

Parity or Superiority?
The United Statk sought and maintained strategic superiority
for nearly two decades Perceiving the Soviet Vnion's strategic
weakness to be a serious disadvantage: the Kremlin launched a

major effort in the 1960s at least to match the strategic capabili-
ty of the United States Indeed. Soviet military writings and ac-

)0 tions can be interpreted to mean that the Kremlin seeks not just
"coequal security- (as tt. claims) but superiority The highest
levels of the Soviet government disclaim any such intention,
however, and reject the notion that Moscow seeks the capacity
to fight and win a nuclear war The Kremlin may well interpret
US strategic plans, especially deployment of the MX missile, as
components id a scheme to launch a first strike and prevail in a
limited war with the West Soviet spokesmen explain that their
own nuclear and conventional arms buildip is needed to cope
with threats from ,China and Europe as well as from the United
States

Most of our participants agreed that panty should be the
underlying principle for future US-Soviet strategic relations
But they disagreed sharply about the present balance of power
Does it amount to panty qr, an imbalance favoring one or the
other superpower? Should panty be defined in terms mainly of
weapons or must it take into account other factors of power
alliances, economic strength, social cohesion, leadership?

Are Deep Cuts Feasible?
Might it be feasible to reduce superpower nuclear arsenals 4
one-half, as suggested by George F. Kenrian? Forces of that
size would in principle be quite sufficient for purposes of deter-
rence, but there are many practical problems that would need
to be resolved Questions also arise as to whether the Kremlin
would Warm to such ideas any more than it did to the deep cuts,
first proposed by the Carter administration in1977. Moscow
the Soviet participant sUggested, might be receptive if practical
details were explained and worked out in consultation rather
than presented in a public relations campaign., He also
stressed, however, the Importance of consolidating the limits
already agreed to in SALT ll befote proceeding to other ac-
cords Many participants felt that Kennan's Idea warrants fur-
ther exploration,
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Can SALT II Be Saved? Should It?
Though SALT II has not been ratified,, its limitsAnd those of
SALT I have been observed,by both superpowers. What of the
future? Some participants. including, the Soviet, argued that
SALT 11 must be the foundation of any future arms acc rds.
The Soviet government considers that much time and efft
have already been invested in SALT !land that it would be im-,
permissible and unwise to reopen the many issues already dealt
with in that treaty from Backfire bombers to heavy intercon-
tinental ballistic 'missiles (ICBMs)

An opposing view holds that time. circumstances, and the
emergence of new military technologies make it desirable to
start afresh

A middle view on this spectrum argues that SALT 11 should
be seen as a building block to which new provisions Can be at-
tached, bridging agreements that bring the 1979 treaty into line
with conternporary realities, converting it into a SALT 111/2 or
SALT III

Cruise r4ssiles. ill participants agr$ed, present unique
challenge to future% accords Their number and location will be
difficult to erify. also then- characteristics, fot their range can
be radically xtended. If sea- and ground-based croise missiles
are deploye . some participants suggegted, "arms control as
we have known it" may become unfeasible and obsolete. Once
cruise missiles are deployed, the nature of the US-Soviet
strategic equation may be fundamentally changed, as hap-
pened after the United States commenced MIRV (multiple in-
dependently targetable reentry vehicle) deployment in 1970.
As of 1981 there might still be time to halt the cruise-missile
revolution in strategic affairs, if there is a pglitical will to do so.

Should the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty Be Saved?
Various technologies are being developed that could make
ballistic missile defense more feasible than it was when the
ABM limitations of 1972 and 1974 were _signed. An effective
ballistic missile defense (BMD) could go far towarcl reducing the
vulnerability of land-based ICBMs to preemptive attacic. It
might also protect command centers and some civilians.

Despite, the Potential advantages of an improved BMD
system, the fact remaiAs that if one side deploys an extensive
ABM, the other will probably follow, thereby degrading the of-
fensive capabilities of each side and' prompting each party to
enhance the number and quality of its attack force. An
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Amen Can ABM system w6ula likely be viewed by other NATO
partners as enhancing the prospect that a nuclear war would be
fought in Europe, thereby reducing the sense of common
cause. Rejecting the ABM provisions of SALT 'I would intro-
duce severe .strains into East-West relations and make future
arms controls extremely difficult to achieve

Should Britain, China, and France Be Included in.SALT?
In principle all nuclear weapon states should be included in
strategic arms, limitation talks.indeed, it is difficult to conceive
how the Soviet Union can go very far toward arms limitations
or reductions .wiless the arms of its potential adversaries are
regulated. Ongthe other hand, a successful outeome from
negotiations involving four or five acfors woi.M be more diffi-
cult to achieve than from talks between just two sides Beijing,
our Chinese participant stressed. favors general nuclear dis-
,arrnament, but believes that the superpowers must first reduce
their arms Moscow, our Soviet participant argued, can hold its
own in negotiations with several antagonists, but would be
reluctant to accept hmitations that put the Soviet Union in an
inferior position vis-6-tns a hostile coalition.

Given these complexities, most participants saw the most
urgent task as limiting.the arsenals of the two superpowers. The
disparity between their forces and those of the other nuclear
weapon states is so vast that it may be desirable and feasible to
limit the US and Soviet forces first, and turn to the others later

Europe .

Relations between the super'powers and Western Europe also
founder on questions of perception and intention. Why the
Soviet buildup of SS-20 missiles? How large is it intended to
be? What would the Kremlin give up if the West were to forego
the countermeasures now planned? Soviet secrecy on these
and other issues may well be counterproductive for Soviet in-
terests
..-

The United States, meanwhile, may fail to perceive the
depth and breadth of the antinuclear movement now growing
in Europe.

If the issues of SS-20s and Pershing ll and gi:ound-launched
cruise missiles for NATO are not handled well by all concerned,
there could be a backlash, especially in West Germany, harm-
ful to Soviet as well as Western interests.
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Linkage
Should strategic arms accords be made confingent upon super-
power action; in other arenas9 Our participants held diverse
views that spanned a wide spectrum.

At one pole is the view that favors active pursuit of linkage.
This view posits that the Soviet Union is an expansionist power
but sees nuclear arms as playing little or no useft role in its
worldwide mission By linking strategic arms control with
Soviet activities around the globe the United Statekcan restrain
Soviet expansionism as 'well as control the strategic competi-
tion Failure to apply linkage to strategic arms talks could result
in uncontrolled military activity 'at the substrategic revel.

A middle position along the spectrum holds that linkage is
not desirable in SALT and should be avoided where possible,
but that to attempt complete decoupling.of SALT from other
developments could cripple rather than aid the cause of arms
control The assumption here is that the American public will
"link- no matter what Political realism therefore dictates that
the White House (and the Kremlin, if it wants strategic arms ac-
cords) muk acknowledge the political context in which SALT
takes place

At the other pole is the view that strategic arms limitations
are too irnportant for global survival to be made contingent on
other developments. To do so. would be to ensure that SALT
gets nowhere, for events such as Czechoslovakia (1968) or
Afghanistan (1979 80) will derail whatever progress is made in
the negotiations Granted that the political context will in-
evitably condition the public debate, the US government
should not demand and promote linkage of other issues with
SALT

Can US-Soviet Competition in the
Third World Be Contained?
The 1972 agreement not to seek unilateral advantage may
serve as a guide for reducing US-Soviet conflkt in the Third
World Perhaps, some participants suggested, there could be sa

further agreement not to dispatch combat forces from either
superpower to the Third World, even if r,equested by host
governments. But other participants felt that such accords
would, inevitably collapse as opportunities and crises arise
around the globe tempting superpower intervention. In any
event it would be difficult to establish workable distinctions be-
tween technical advisers and combat personnel
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Another approach urges that the superpowers forego their
zero-sum orientation to the Third World and look for positive
c011aboration in arrangements compleThentary to the interests
of F;ast. West, and South A major trade-off might barter
peace. energy, and deyelopment.

The Outlook
Ideological hostility, beiween the United States and Soviet
Union remains and seems to have become more intense in re-
cent years The Soviet Union reaffirms its commitment to na-
tional liberation struggles and revolutionary change while t

. United States edges toward a strategy. at least in declaratory
policy, of global containment

The arms buildup on both sides general purpose forces as
well as tactical and strategic nuclear increases mutual fears,
and tensions

E

Despite these dangers. the superpowers share a mutual in-
terest in avoiding wars of any kind, limiting the spread of
nuclear arms, reducing the human and other costs of arms
competition. protecting our common environment from further
degradation Many Soviet and US citizens, as individuals, ap-
preciate one another and seem to have many common values,
values that are jeopardized by the present state of US-Soviet
tensions

Recommendations
1 US-Soviet differences go far deeper than misunderstand-
ings and do not stem merely from misperception Still, en-
hanced mutual understanding is necessary for any real im-
provement in US-Soviet relations

Communications and exchanges between the United States
and Soviet Union should be increased and regularized on all
levels High level dialogues might be institutionalized making it
possible to air grievances and points of mut uM agreement with-
out any paracular agenda Exch'anges betwee,n congressional,
military. and other specialist delegations should also be en-
couraged and facilitated Special attention should be given to
exchanges structured so as to enhance deeper understanding
rather than superficial acquaintance

Gratuitous name-calling and ideological rhetoric on the part
of either or both superpowers should be avoided
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2 Granted the many difficulties in defining parity orestablish-- --- _

ifig the nature of the strategic balance, the 'principle of panty
should guide efforts to regulate the US-Soviet strategic equa-
tion , Establishment and maintenance of strategic panty would
help stabilize the precarious balance of terror and afford some
relief to the burdens that the arms race imposes on both coun-
trie-S It might also help set the stage for meaningful limits on the
other .nuclear powers present and potential

3 It is urgent that the United States and Soviet Union limit
their strategic arsenals even as all parties Consider follow-on ef-
forts to limit the arsenals of other nuclear weapon states.

Attention should be given to the question of whether the
cruise missile revolution in strategic affairs could be avoided,
perhaps by a moratorium akin to that in the prot2c61 to SALT
11 Existing ABM limits should be maintaineCINNZ limits
established in SALT I and SALT II shOuld be preserved and in-
corporated to the greatest extent feaskle in a SALT 111/2 or
bridging agreement to constrain the arms competition while
SALT Ill is negotiated
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Stan le Foundation Publications

ons available free from the Stanley Foundation

Confronting the World Food CrWs, Occasion& Paper 27 Charles J
Stevens December 1981. 24 pp

National Security and US-Sovigt Relations, Occasional Paper 20
Walter C Clemens Jr. October--1981, 40 pp

Implications of Space Tethnology for Strategic Nuclear Competi-
tion, Ocdasional Paper 25 Thomas H Karas July 1981, 32 pp

The Multilateral Disarmament Process, Sixteenth United Nations of
the Next Deoade Conference Report June 21-26 1981. 64 pp

Second Special Session- on Disarmament, Twelfth United Nations
Procedures Conference flport. May 1-3. 1981, 48 Pp

A New International Diplomatic,Order, Occasional Paper 24 Torn
Boudreau December 1980, 24 pp

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY/Detente Past,
resent, and Future; Nonproliferation Regime; Defense Spending

and US Security; International Energy Cooperation; Global Eco-
nomic Crisis and Lending Institutions. Twenty First Strategy for-
Peace Conference Report October 10-12 1980. 80 pp

The International Nonprobferation Regime, Occasional Paper 23
Joseph S Nye July 1980, 16 pp

National Disarmament Mechanisms", Stanley Foundation Research
Study Larry M Ross and John R Redick July 1980, 24 pp

Upited Nations and Energy Management, Fifteenth United Nations .
of the Next Decade Conference Report June-15-20. 1980, 52 pp

Chinese Policies Toward Limiting Nuclear Weapons, Occasional
Paper 22 Arrios Yoder March 1980. 32 pp

Nonproliferation: 1980s, Vantage Conference Report January
29-February 3, 1980. 56 pp

The Congressional Foreign Policy R*Occasion& Paper 21 Clif-
ford P Hackett November 1979, 28 pp

International Development Strategy, Fourteenth United Nations of
the Next Decade conference Report June 24-29. 1979. 52 pp

In addition. the Stanley Fou7ndation is distnbuting the book

Managing Global Problems. C Maxwell tanley 1979, 286 pp
dealing realistically with issues moving the-worki community This is a
resource on peace and security, lpman ri§hts, rld economic order
and development, international organization. an US foreign policy
Available in hardcoverfoi $12.50 and in softcover f $7 95. postpaid
from the Foundation.
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Stanley Fonficlation'Activittes

The Stanley Foundation encourages study. research, and edu-
*cation in the field of international policy contributing to a secure
peace with freedom and justice Programming reflects fdunder
and President C M Stanley's long-time concern for global
security. Stanley Foundation activities include the following.

Strategy for Peace Conference. Meeting in small discussion
groups. some 80 opinion shapers and decision makers explore
US foreign policy concerns and recommend actions and
policies

United Nations of the Next Decade Conference. Con-
vened alternately in the United Statesl.and abroad, this annual
conference brings together 25 ambassadors, Secretariat offi-
cials, foreign ministry officials, and international experts from
the private sector to consider,UN problems and prospects.

United Nations Procedures Conference. Current UN con-
cerns and organizational proceddes are examined by 25 diplo-
mats, Secretariat officials, and academic specialists at informal
discussion sessions

Vantage Conferences. A wide variety of multilateral and
bilateral policy matters are frankly discussed by closely,involved
experts on an intermittent basis.

Occasional Papers. Policy-oriented esSays by diverse
authors are published periodically as OccasiOnal Papers These
papers concern imProVement of international organitation or
specific US foreign policy isgues Manuscript submissions are
invited

Common Ground. Radio Series on World Affairs This uroc
common program on world issues features discussion by US

. and foreign experts on political, economic, military, and social
issues in international.relations.

W Id Press Review. This monthly magazine excerpts and
reprints material from the press outside the United States. Sold
by subscription from World Press Review, 230 Park Avenue,
New York, New York 10109.

The ,Sfanley Foundation, a private operating foundation,
does not provide grants Conference reports, Occasional
Papers, and th$raclio series are distributed t -ee of charge.
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